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CITIZENS FORM A COMMITTEE TO STOP JUDICIAL ABUSE OF POWER
THE JUDICIARY GIVES ITSELF “IMMUNITY” IN ORDER TO AVOID ACCOUNTABILITY
*The citizens of Arizona are demanding that the legislature, the Judiciary
Committee and the State Bar stop protecting the judges who are violating citizens
US Constitutional and AZ Constitutional rights, due process, laws, Rules of
Procedure and the Canons that they have taken an Oath of Office to uphold.
There are judges who uphold the rights of the citizens, their oath of office and the
laws but when there are judges who abuse their power, violate the law as well
and the rights of the citizens; they give the whole judiciary a bad name. Citizens
should not be punished for defending their rights or demanding that the judge
uphold the law and their rights.
*Families are being torn apart and estates are allowed to be robbed by the
judges who abuse their power and violate the law. The problem starts on the
bench.
*Some Judges are not following a proposed ward’s directives and are
appointing “court appointed Dr.’s” to find parties incompetent in order to justify

taking over estates and stealing money from those estates leaving the person a
“ward of the state” and destitute.
*Some Judges are not following the rules of court or the laws and allow
cases to go forward with no evidence, causing financial ruin and extreme duress
on litigants.
*Judge Myers has been holding Brad Lund a hostage and ward of the state
for 5 years when he has been found to be competent by two court appointed
Dr.’s. Myers has denied an immediate hearing that would establish Brad Lund’s
competency and allow him his freedom. Myers has had ex-parte communications
with one of the court appointed Dr.’s attempting to find a Dr. who will test Brad
Lund for “financial” competency violating his own orders regarding competency
testing per the statutes.
*Some Judges are allowing CPS to take children from their parents when
they are in Phoenix Children’s Hospital so that the children can be used for
experimental drug research. Parent’s rights are illegally terminated without a
hearing. Parents are denied visitation of their children.
*Some Judges are covering up wrong doings of attorneys and other judges
as “favors” and is a pattern and practice of abuse of power.
*Cases are being “fixed” by some judges.
*Some Judges are punishing anyone, including attorneys who fight for their
rights or the rights of their clients.
*Some Judges are violating the laws themselves but holding the citizens
highly accountable.
*Some Judges are abusing their power and abusing their discretion.
*Judges should NOT be allowed to police themselves with no other
oversight from “outside” and neutral parties.
*Judges should not be allowed to give themselves “immunity” when they
abuse their power, the laws or the rights of the citizens.

*Judges should be “voted” in by the citizens and not appointed by their
own.
*The Judicial Commission should have transparency of complaints that
have been filed. Those complaints should be public record.
C4CCAZ will work toward reform that will bring accountability and transparency.
Our mission is to have a Citizens 4 Clean Courts in every state.

